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Abstract:   

The winds of change within the context of containerized shipping have been sweeping to say the least. 

In the pursuit of environmental sustainability, digitalization, operational and commercial efficiency, 

and collaborative practices the containerized fleet and the industries commercial practices have been 

radically modified over a significantly short period of time. Most symbolic of the industries radical 

transformation in recent years however remains the drastic increase in fully cellular containerships. 

Since the day that they first took to the open oceans back in the 1960’s container vessels have grown 

steadily. The pace of growth has been notorious to say the least. A few years ago, if I were to suggest 

constructing and sailing a containerized vessel with a carrying capacity of 24,000 TEU, I would not take 

offense to the assumption by others that I may have been exposed to something other than a strong 

sea wind. With Gigantism being the most popular trend currently pursued by the world’s major carriers 

a new global context has concurrently begun to rear its head. Shipping lines have embarked on actively 

expanding their business towards vertical integration, encompassing services expanding beyond 

traditional lines, the specialized port terminals, and inland distribution. The emergence of colossal 

vessels along primary routes has led to the resultant cascade of maritime traffic along secondary and 

tertiary routes. To cater for and retain such services ports are consequently forced to adapt their 

means of practice through investing in equipment and infrastructure. Thus, whilst the argument for 

economies of scale relative to container vessel sizes makes for a seemingly sensible commercial case, 

such developments have the potential to seriously impact ports and the entirety of logistics chain, 

including production. This begs the question is bigger always better and what alternatives exist?   

  

  

  



Onwards & Upwards – The trend of gigantism relative to vessels within the container industry:   

Statistics provided for by Allianz and Global Corporate and Speciality indicate that from the period of 

1968 to 2017 the containerized shipping industry witnessed a 1500% increase in vessel sizes (Hellenic 

Shipping News, 2020). The trend of Gigantism remains strongly in force and has demonstrated few 

signs in slowing down. Elucidation to practical illustrations exhibit how rapid this increase has been 

over a considerably short time frame. The advent of gigantism was signified with the arrival of the  

15,500 TEU Emma Maersk in 2006. The construction of the former vessel was soon followed by the 

18,000 Triple E Maersk in 2013 and in 2019 the 23,756 TEU MSC Gülsün, the latter of which falls within 

the MGX-24 Category. To put it into perspective the MSC Gülsün is only ranked as the world’s 3rd 

largest container vessel. The Modification of the containerized fleet and the industry’s commercial 

practices have been subject to various extraneous factors which have seemed to have fluctuated 

inconsistently over time. From 2006 to 2013 the prediction of larger vessels was subject to several 

constraining factors including: subdued trade tendencies, an increase in ship orders, implications at 

ports and transport infrastructure (i.e. the Panama Canal). On the flip side of the coin, from 2013 

onwards, reductions in vessel construction costs, economies of scale, adaptions to layout 

infrastructure at hub ports (such as Le Havre and Rotterdam) and an inclination towards constructing 

environmentally sustainable vessels significantly encouraged the trend of growth in large container 

vessels. Scrutinization of the current trend seems to suggest that the world’s major carriers have even 

entered a “cold war” with one another in the sense that they in race to build the biggest and the best 

vessels at the fastest possible rate.   

Economies of scale epitomizes one of the main lines of arguments advanced by proponents of the 

vessel enlargement process. When one considers individual vessel sizes, larger vessels are 

commercially sensible, in the sense that although the overall cost of the vessel is higher, the cost per 

unit is in fact lower. In view of transformed markets and corporate strategies an examination of the 

argument of the simple principle of economies of scale must however be had to determine its current 

relevancy or redundancy for that matter.   

The evolution of vessel sizes indicates that the pursuit of economies of scale constitutes a central aim 

within the context of broader strategic objectives in shipping jointly with mergers & acquisitions and 

commercial and operative agreements. The establishment of larger companies through mergers and 

acquisitions has become a customary occurrence currently taking place within the Shipping Industry. 

Increases in mergers & acquisitions within the shipping industry are premised on achieving the 

objectives of size, economies of scale, market share and market power. Essentially, the formation of 

co-operative agreements between carriers serves in attaining critical mass in terms of scale of 

operations and in apportioning the risks associated with investments in ships (Notteboom et al, 2009). 

The principle of economies of scale is subject to several interdependent factors that function either as 

drivers or constraints. Expansionism of trade arteries, the globalization of consumption and 

production, new CO2 Restriction measures, the price of oil, costs by a unit of transport and the 

concentration of shipping liner routes and certain economic factors operate as drivers relative to the 

principle of economies of scale and the resultant movement towards constructing larger vessels 

(Sanchez & Wilmsmeier,2017). On the other hand, the depth of canals and dredging of ports have 

ordinally operated as factors restraining vessel size increases. The principle of economies of scale is 

further influenced by the high degree of uncertainty regarding several external factors. Economic, 

Social, Political and Social crisis elements have the potential to offset an immense impact situation. 

The Covid-19 pandemic has demonstrated first handed the substantial impact such elements can have 

upon the shipping industry at large. Apart from Covid-19, previous historical events such as the closure 

of the Suez Canal in 1956 & 1967 and its most recent blockage by the Ever Given demonstrate the 



effect exogenous factors have upon forced changes in schedules, commercial practices and even 

vessel configurations.   

Economies of scale brings several issues into view. As mentioned above, Shipping lines, in pursuing 

economies of scale have sought to establish larger companies by means of mergers and strategic 

alliances. However, the implementation of oligopolistic and monopolistic practices at such a rapid rate 

consequently results in the conception of high barriers to market entry, the need for huge capital 

investment and places huge pressure on freight rates given the large number of role players involved 

in the same industry (Huang & Yoshida,2013). Disturbance of the equilibrium between supply and 

demand is most pertinent in this regard. Over-tonnaging of the world’s major liner routes perhaps best 

illustrates the immediate consequence of mega-ship building (Agarwal & Erwun, 2010). It does not 

take a master mariner to realize that the space on board a container vessel is perishable, in the sense 

that once the vessel departs her port of load her capacity remains unusable up until the point that she 

reaches her port of discharge. It is therefore evident that filling cargo for larger vessels becomes 

problematic at a certain point, to the extent that shipping lines are forced to establish alliances. The 

formation of such alliances subsequently restricts the supply chain in the direct opposition to 

contemporary demand trends. Furthermore, the routes of Ultra-large vessels are based on the 

assumption that occurrence of manufacturing is confined to a few concentrated areas with only a few 

places being the foci for demand (Jensen, n.d.). The contrary holds true in fact in the sense that we are 

witnessing an increasingly dispersed demand.   

A Shifty Scale?:  

Large vessels pose an immense challenge to existing port and logistic infrastructure. Few ports 

presently have the infrastructure capabilities or land side superstructures required in accommodating 

container vessels of immense proportions. Thus, given the current incompetence of hinterland and 

harbour infrastructure of the majority of the world’s ports, there have been numerous calls by terminal 

operators and those responsible for the payment of harbour infrastructure to impose limitations upon 

container vessels. In fact, the United States of America has itself imposed a limitation on vessels of a 

certain size, restricting port access to container vessels with a carrying capacity of 18,000 TEU. Several 

ports throughout Europe have called for a similar limitation to be implemented upon container vessels.   

The logistics of global shipping routes and the arteries of international trade function as a natural 

limitation to ship size. Constructed for the purpose of enabling vessels to traverse the world’s oceans 

within a reduced time frame, the Suez Canal, as the direct link between Europe and Asia, in fact 

operates as a limiting factor. As demonstrated by the infamous Ever Given debacle, the Suez Canal is 

in fact a structural bottleneck in the overall path. Vessels that extend beyond 50 metres in width are 

only allowed a draft of 12 metres thus vessels with a carrying capacity of 24, 000 are already running 

the gauntlet in terms of this limit.   

Stack weight is another limiting factor for container ship sizes. We have already reached a point where 

shippers are stacking containers to a maximum of nine containers high (Becker, n.d.). It is evident that 

we have possibly reached the physical limit of what containers are able to withstand in terms of 

onboard stacking. To add to such woes there is either insufficient or non-existent equipment capable 

of removing containers stacked eight or nine high. Once again in the case of the Ever Given the 

authorities and operational teams were faced with the dilemma that if the last resort of unloading the 

vessel was to be executed, huge cranes capable in reaching across 23 rows of containers were 

required. Unfortunately, these cranes only really exist in the hub ports of Europe and Asia and not 

Egypt.   

Potential re-positioning of the focus of developments in Improving Efficiency:   



Shipping remains one of the largest and antiquated contributory economies. Numerous actors co-use 

infrastructure, resources, and the natural environment. Visiting and planning different operations as 

well optimizing infrastructure along the maritime supply chain therefore remains essential in 

streamlining operations that align with sustainability as well as current commercial and environmental 

objectives. As opposed to being determined by the design and construction capabilities of shipyards, 

recognition has been given to the fact that future ship designs should be premised on the optimization 

and streamlining of vessel and land-based logistics. Ultimately, a shift in thinking should be advocated 

in the sense that container vessels should be seen within the context of larger ecosystem that includes 

ports rather than merely perceiving them as isolated units to the exclusion of the latter (Becker, n.d.). 

Overall efficiency and a reduction of costs can be improved by linking a vessel to landside 

infrastructure. Through such means one can precisely predict a vessels arrival and better co-ordinate 

logistics.  The recent Suez Canal blockage has presented the maritime community with the opportunity 

to reflect and to better understand the self-organising nature of the maritime sector. The event further 

exemplified the need to become more agile through a higher level of visibility and to further 

investigate means in improving co-ordination in seeking to reduce congestion and delays at bottleneck 

routes and chokepoints. In using the Suez Canal as a demonstration, the efficiency of capacity 

constrained chokepoints can be improved through the assignment of queue numbers to each vessel 

arriving north and south of the Canal. Such assignment can be executed by means of an Automatic 

Identification System (AIS).    

In seeking to give effect to United Nations 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development and its SDG 13, 

as well as the International Maritime Organization initial strategy in reducing vessel Greenhouse Gas 

Emissions by almost 50% by 2050, achieving energy efficiencies and environmental sustainability have 

been the main drivers in the ongoing ordering of larger vessels (IMO, 2018). The reasoning advanced 

in justification of such engineering feats is that the larger the vessel the less the amount of energy that 

is required to transport the container, therefore a reduced output of CO2 emissions and in turn more 

energy efficiency lower costs. Ultimately, these vessels are constructed on the aim of “Improving 

profitability and reducing the supply chains impact upon the environment ‘’.   

Regarding increasing vessel sizes, should the focus of development not rather be based on the 

potential usage of cleaner alternative fuels rather than that of size? Technological developments 

afford us with more than adequate means of exploring sustainable ways in which a vessels 

environmental footprint may be improved without having to compromise efficiency. In contrast to 

size, emphasis is probably better placed on decreasing a vessels environmental impact through the 

usage of either natural gas and synthetic gas in lieu of oil and other traditional fossil fuels. Daewoo 

Shipbuilding and Marine Engineering’s recent construction of the 24,000 TEU capacity HMM Algeciras, 

fully equipped with a scrubber system indicates that such considerations are mainly to be accounted 

for but still in conjunction with increasing size. Whilst a strong commercial and environmental may 

and necessarily should be made in this regard, existing land-side infrastructure, particularly in 

developing countries, remains the greatest impediment.   

There exist role-players within the industry with the belief that may even be a return to smaller 14,000 

– 15,000 TEU vessels. Some notable advantages of vessels of these dimensions are that they provide 

more frequent weekly service, reduced reliance on trans-shipments and most importantly more 

flexibility of ports. In terms of trans-shipments, the ability of a shipper to reduce reliance on such 

effectively enables them to cut such costs 100% for affected trans-shipped containers (Jensen, n.d.). 

In reality however, the inclination towards larger vessels will continue to gain traction, particularly in 

view of increasing transport costs. Logically speaking downsizing remains impractical when one weighs 

up economic gains from reduced costs per unit and greater overall efficiency that 24,000 TEU vessels 

provide.   



  

  

  

  

Conclusion:   

The purpose of this article was to examine the principle of economies of scale within the context of 

gigantism. Whilst bigger may seem to be better, at this present moment of time the consideration of 

various factors seems to suggest that this may only be superficial in nature. The deficiencies and 

incapability’s of landside infrastructure of most ports in being able to handle these vessels evidently 

means that such vessels can only call into a select few ports. As this trend of gigantism becomes more 

rapid the further the gap will consequently become. Apart from effecting the North-South trades the 

trend of gigantism has significant implications in port planning, services, and related activities. Our 

focus needs to shift on perceiving container vessels as part of a larger ecosystem that includes ports 

rather than perceiving them as isolated units. Such a shift in focus must remain cognisant of present 

commitments to improving efficiency, environmental concerns and sustainability. The question as to 

whether we have reached the point at which container vessels have become too large has become a 

subject for conversation that is more relevant than ever.  
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